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From the Chair

Thanksgiving has come and gone (except for the leftovers) and the holiday season is really now upon us. For a lot of MAGERT people, holiday plans include a vacation (?) in the Nation's capital, for the warmth of overheated hotel and meeting rooms, an amazing array of ethnic restaurants, and delightful strolls across the Connecticut Avenue bridge in the evening breeze.

By the time you receive this base line, Midwinter will be only a few weeks away. The schedule remains the same (amazing!) except for one cancellation: the formal MAGERT party for the Washington map folks on Saturday, January 7 has been cancelled, due to the expense. It would have cost about $1,000, and Laura and I decided our meager funds could be better spent. The other two events - the USGS and LC G&M tours - are still on. In fact, the LC G&M event has become a tour/reception. It will still be on Monday, January 9 from 5:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. This event is limited to about 25 MAGERT people, so if you want to go, PLEASE let me know. The USGS tour will be at 2:00 p.m. on Tuesday, January 10, for about 30 people. Let me know ASAP if you want to go on that one too. I'm planning to take the subway to these places, and that, as you may know, includes one of the longest escalator rides in the world.

Dallas conference plans are rolling smoothly along, except for program speakers. Even though the abstract submission deadline has come and gone, most programs are in jeopardy of being cancelled due to lack of interest. The only program completely arranged is the Exploration and Mapping of Texas. So, any suggestions or ideas from anyone will be greatly appreciated. At this point, I'm writing prospective speakers directly, with varied results.

I'm sure you all noticed the new chair Donna Koepp designed for me. I requested a rocking chair because it best fits my style. Oh, yeah, also please note my new mailing address. Keeps life interesting, doesn't it?

SEE YOU IN WASHINGTON!!

Jim

...And from the Editor

A little bit more on the LC G&M tour/reception. Jim called to tell me that LC G&M will demonstrate a new online system that they have. It's not up and in use yet, but they will have it set up for the demo. Winter has arrived in Laramie and I'm looking forward to a brief change of scenery in D.C. It will be pleasure to meet everyone while in Washington attending Midwinter. The second part of Nancy Kandolam's list of map dealers' and publishers' addresses is in this issue. She did a great job! Best wishes to all for a happy and joyous holiday season. See you in Washington, D.C.!!
A.L.A.'s Map & Geography Round Table wishes to announce the compilation of its GUIDE TO U.S. MAP RESOURCES. The organization intends to survey academic, geoscience, historical, private, public, and state and federal collections to create the most comprehensive guide to U.S. map collections. Thousands of libraries are to be surveyed for this project and everyone's cooperation will be sincerely appreciated. Inquiries should be addressed to: David A. Cobb, Map & Geography Library, University of Illinois Library, 1408 West Gregory Drive, Urbana, IL 61801. (217) 333-0827.

The Project Staff for the GUIDE TO U.S. MAP RESOURCES is listed below:

General Editor: David A. Cobb
Project Consultant: Donna Koepp
Project Assistant: Brent Allison
Specialist Editors: Robert Karrow, Arlyn Sherwood, Jon Walstrom
Regional Editors: Suzanne Clark, Alice Hudson, Susan Tullis, Mary Nell Maule, Dan Seldin, Pat Wilkinson, Richard Green, Leslie Steele, Judy Rieke

University of Illinois
Denver Public Library
University of Illinois
Newberry Library
Illinois State Library
Minnesota Historical Society
University of Vermont
New York Public Library
University of Virginia
Georgia Institute of Technology
Indiana University
University of Northern Iowa
University of Iowa
Texas A & M
Texas A & M
University of California -- Santa Cruz
University of California -- Berkeley
University of Washington
University of Wyoming
University of Illinois
University of Nevada
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Map and Geography Round Table Meeting Schedule

Saturday, January 7, 1984:
8:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Cartographic Users Task Force (Shoreham, Ambassador Room, Table 11)
2:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Cartographic Users Task Force (Sheraton-Wash., Cotillion Ballrm., Table 26)
9:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. Map Online Users Task Force (Shoreham, Ambassador Room, Table 26)
11:30 a.m. - 12:30 a.m. Honors Committee (Shoreham, Room 163)
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. Publications Committee (Sheraton-Wash., Cotillion Ballrm., Table 23)
4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Dallas Conference Planning Committee (Sheraton-Wash., Hall C, Cube S)

Sunday, January 8, 1984:
9:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. Executive Board (Sheraton-Wash., Hall C, Cube 0)
11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Chicago Conference Planning Committee (Sheraton-Wash., Hall C, Cube 0)
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. Executive Board (Committee Reports) (Sheraton-Wash., Franklin Room)
4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Exhibits Committee (Sheraton-Wash., Franklin Room)

Monday, January 9, 1984:
9:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. Continuing Education Committee (Sheraton-Wash., Cotillion Ballrm., Table 9)
11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Nomination Committee (Shoreham, Ambassador Room, Table 14)
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. Publications Committee (Shoreham, Ambassador Room, Table 7)
4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Membership Committee (Shoreham, Ambassador Room, Table 7)

Tuesday, January 10, 1984:
9:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Executive Board (Shoreham, Calvert Room)

The method of assessment of overhead or administrative charges to ALA Round Tables is quite possibly going to change next year. Presently, Round Tables pay "a token % of actual costs," but ALA COPES wants to change that to a 13% assessment rate. COPES also wants to change the basis for assessment computation from Round Table revenues to expenditures. What does this all mean? I'm not quite sure, but I do know that MAGERT will be represented at the upcoming Planning and Budget Assembly Meeting, where this subject will be discussed, at Midwinter in D.C., at 2:00 p.m. on Saturday January 7, 1984. (Jim Coombs).

The Honors Award Committee seeks nominees for the 1984 MAGERT Honors Award given in recognition for "outstanding achievement and major contributions to map librarianship and the Round Table." The very first award went to Mary Larsgaard at A.L.A.--Los Angeles, certainly a hard act to follow. Please send names and passionate arguments for their nomination to Alice Hudson, Map Librarian, New York Public Library, Fifth Avenue & 42nd Street, New York, NY 10018 as soon as possible. Deborah Yerkes and R. Bruce Robertson are the other members of the Nominating Committee.
AUG. 8, 1983

[APPROVED FOR PUBLICATION]

CARTOGRAPHIC USERS ADVISORY COUNCIL
MINUTES - SAN ANTONIO - JAN. 8, 1983

Recorded by
Kathleen Eisenbeis
Secretary Pro-Tem

Edited by Stanley Stevens
With input from Participants

Members attending: Charlotte Derksen, Mary Larsgaard [Map & Geography Roundtable, American Library Association]; Nancy Pruett [Geoscience Information Society]; Helen Jane Armstrong, Kathleen Eisenbeis [Geography and Map Division, Special Libraries Association]; Stanley Stevens [Western Association of Map Libraries].

Guests: Bernadine Hoduski, [Joint Committee on Printing, Congress of the United States]; Gary W. North [National Mapping Division, U.S. Geological Survey].

Stan Stevens, Chairperson, began the meeting by welcoming everyone and expressing appreciation to the staff of the San Antonio Public Library for allowing CUAC the use of the Children's Story Hour Room.

He then read the letter he received from Jim Ivey of the Defense Mapping Agency expressing his regrets, but because of budget constraints no DMA representative would be present. He felt that both Bernadine Hoduski and Gary North would be able to speak about DMA's current activities in conjunction with their reports at the San Antonio meeting. He also mentioned that DMA has received "favorable responses" from ten countries concerning the loan of the JOINT OPERATIONS GRAPHIC Series 1501, but did not name them.

Attention was called to the fact that a draft DMA depository agreement was sent to Charles Seavey for CUAC in September 1981 asking for comments. Mr. Ivey continued by saying that revisions
The Members then proceeded to review the third draft of the Constitution and Bylaws. Major points of discussion were:

Purpose— Rephrased to include improving the quality as well as accessibility of products; eliminate the restriction of the cartographic information community to "library-based"; broaden the concept of agencies disseminating cartographic products to include private sources.

Membership— The size of the Council would be two representatives from each member organization, one designated as "voting" and the other "alternate". A term of three years for both representatives was suggested for continuity. Both representatives would be urged to attend but a voting representative would be required at each official meeting.

Meetings— Having the annual meeting during midwinter conferences was considered most acceptable. Rather than specify at which conference the Council would meet, the representatives agreed that the Chairperson should send each a list of future meeting dates and locations for a vote. The next ALA midwinter is in Washington, D.C., and it seemed most desirable to attempt to meet in Washington whenever possible. Midwinter schedules are flexible enough to allow the CUAC meeting to take a larger block of non-disrupted time.

Mr. Stevens agreed to prepare the new fourth draft of the document with changes and send it to the representatives for comment. Another draft would then be sent to each one for presentation to their member organizations for discussion and ratification purposes.

Next the members heard a report from Bernadine Hoduski, staff member of the Joint Committee on Printing. She began by talking about a combined USGS/DMA manual for depository regulations which she has suggested. The Depository Library Council has a committee working on another manual project for federal depository libraries that may incorporate a map section. Work on this manual is expected to be completed in time for the Spring Depository Library Council meeting. There was also a suggestion made for a joint newsletter from USGS/DMA/GPO to replace the now ceased DMA Newsletter.

She then discussed the response to the JCP Depository Survey letter. The staff of the Joint Committee on Printing have assisted several regional depository libraries in working out arrangements for handling the maps they will be receiving. Of the 1,368 depository libraries that received the letter, only 869
responses were received. Phone calls were being made to depository libraries not responding to the letter. Bernadine had set the end of January as a cut-off date for the survey. Superintendent of Documents classification numbers and item numbers have already been assigned to the map series and the item survey is ready to be distributed. No mailing date was mentioned. Details for GPO's handling, claiming procedures and cataloging are being discussed. The JCP needs more documentation regarding actual costs of the program for GPO. Mary Larsgaard volunteered to send OCLC map cataloging data on maps in series to Ms. Hoduski. No formal agreement on cataloging of these maps has been made yet between USGS and GPO. DMA has been asked to submit the list of countries agreeing to release maps so that this information may be incorporated into the survey.

Gary North reported on USGS activities and answered innumerable questions from the representatives. In response to questions about USGS products and publications not being sent on deposit, Mr. North asked that CUAC identify items and supply him with specific names or a list. Suggestions were made for price lists, order blanks and posters. He talked about NOAA's meetings with JCP and requests for GPO to distribute their products. The Department of Commerce is actively pursuing legislation to allow copyrighting of its products, specifically the nautical charts. They also intend to incrementally increase prices to recover production costs. This is in keeping with the current Administration's "user fees" policies. Mr. North suggested that CUAC monitor Congress's activities regarding this issue.

In regard to new products identified in the New Publications List but not distributed to depositories, Mr. North said that U.S.G.S. has to be reminded on occasion because many people are not aware of the basic depository requirement. He suggested that letters be sent to the agency and/or the Superintendent of Documents.

Two products discussed were: 1) Fish and Wildlife Service maps — in the past these were not printed through GPO or USGS but they are being picked up by the Survey for distribution as they are identified; 2) U.S. Customs Service US/Mexican Border maps, 1:25,000 — these maps are not available for automatic distribution at this time and there is no printed index. Technical details are still being resolved and no date has been set for the completion of the project. U.S.G.S. is currently holding copies of some new products in anticipation of the increased distribution required to meet the new federal depository agreements.

When asked about a map library inspection program, Ms. Hoduski responded that the Congressional depositories will be asked to respond to a section on maps in the regular Biennial Survey. GPO will need additional training for their inspectors and USGS and DMA have agreed to help supply it as it becomes necessary.
Mr. North and Ms. Hoduski jointly reported on a new technology being developed by Mr. Jim McCain of Geoview. He is currently producing maps on videodisc and designing a surrogate travel system composed of a viewer, microcomputer, control components and videodiscs. USGS and the Corps of Engineers are interested in possible applications and have contracted with Geoview for the creation of a demonstration disc of maps and photographic products. Representatives were asked for their opinions about interest in libraries. It was suggested that demonstrations of various pilot projects might be possible for representatives if there was sufficient interest.

Possible agencies which map librarians would like to see added to the depository program were then discussed. A ranked list was produced: [highest priority first] 1: National Ocean Service. 2: Bureau of Land Management. 3: Bureau of the Census. 4: Office of the Geographer (State Department). 5: Soil Conservation Service. 6: Department of Energy. 7: Corps of Engineers. 8: Forest Service. 9: NOAA/ National Weather Service. 10 & 11 [a tie]: Housing and Urban Development, and Tennessee Valley Authority.

Mr. North asked representatives to report back on which larger scale topographic map product that users would find useful: 1:12,000 or 1:10,000 or 1:5,000 etc?

In the current USGS organization, Mr. North is the Assistant Division Chief of The National Mapping Division, with responsibility for Information and Data Services. Frank Ousley is Chief of the Product Distribution Policy Office and is responsible for overseeing the Map Depository Program. Questions concerning the new Federal Map Library Depository Program should be directed to Frank Ousley and his staff. They are working with GPO to resolve the system, claiming, and inspection issues.

Mr. North also reported that (1) no funding is available to continue the USGS/Soil Conservation Service County Map Series (1:100,000 & 1:50,000). They were done as part of the Critical and Important Farmlands Project; and, (2) by 1988 the 1:24,000 topographic coverage of the United States will be finished.

The next meeting will be voted upon by mail. The choice will be between the ALA midwinter meeting in Washington, D.C., Jan. 7-12, 1984, or SLA midwinter in Colorado Springs, Jan. 23-27, 1984.

The meeting was adjourned at 4:45.

Respectfully submitted:

/S/ Kathleen Eisenbeis
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Dealers' Catalogs


The Globe: Rare Maps & Books. Catalog 6. P.O. Box A3398, Chicago, IL 60690. (312) 528-6228.

Capt. K.S. Kapp. Catalogue XX. Box 64, Osprey, FL 33559.


David Jolly Antique Maps. 15 Atherton Rd., Brookline, MA 02146. (617) 232-6222. Will provide up-to-date lists on 12 geographic categories and miscellaneous list.


D&E Lake Ltd. Selection of Antique Maps: Cartography No. 4. 106 Berkeley St., Toronto, Ont. M5A 2W7. (416) 863-9930.


Robert J. Martin, Jr.: Maps, Prints and Books. P.O. Box 11510, Atlanta, GA 30355.


China Books, 2929 Twenty-fourth St., San Francisco, CA 94110.

Rudolf Muller International Booksellers: Geography, Cartography, Earth Sciences. P.O. Box 9016, 1006 AA, Amsterdam, Holland.


Publications Division of the National Board of Survey: Price List of Maps, January 1983. Map Centre Pasila, Box 85, 00521 Helsinki 52, Finland.

Geological Map Service: Update. Talberg Book Corp., P.O. Box 920, Sag Harbor, NY 11963. (516) 725-0780.
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(MLL)Collectors Circle Ltd. P.O. Box 225, Lemont, IL 60439. (312) 257-7376.
(MLL)Catalogue of Queensland Maps. Sunmap Centre, Dept. of Mapping and Surveying, P.O. Box 234, Brisbane North Quay, Queensland 4000, Australia. ($5.00).

Old Maps and Prints. Catalog 5, Fall/Winter 1983/84. P.O. Box 2234, Fort Worth, TX 76113.
Argonaut Book Shop. Catalog 88. 786-792 Sutter Street, San Francisco, CA 94109.

PennWell Maps. P.O. Box 21278, Tulsa, OK 74121.


(MLL)Eagle Eye Maps. P.O. Box 30917, Seattle, WA 98103.

The Rendells, Inc. 154 Wells Ave., Newton, MA 02159. (617) 965-4670.

Alfred B. Patton, Inc. Swamp Rd. (Route 313) & Center St., Doylestown, PA 18901. (215) 345-0700
Appalachian Trail Conference. P.O. Box 236, Harpers Ferry, WV 25425.

Hearne Brothers. 25th Floor, First National Bldg., Detroit, MI 48226.
Data Publications. 24 E. Wesley St., S. Hackensack, NJ 07606.

New York-New Jersey Trail Conference, Inc. 20 West 40th Street, New York, NY 10018. (212) 921-4025.

Potomac Appalachian Trail Club. 1718 N Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20036. (202) 638-5306.
Yale University Library. Publications Office, Box 1603A Yale Station, New Haven, CT 06520. Facsimiles of three maps: PLAN OF YORKTOWN IN VIRGINIA, 1781 ($20); PLANO GEOGRAFICO DE LOS DESCUBRIMIENTOS HECHOS POR DON BERNARDO MIERA Y PACHECO, 1779 ($20); and A MAP NEW ENGLAND, ca 1675 ($25). (Received from Barbara McCorkle, Map Curator, Yale Univ.).

Varna Enterprises. P.O. Box 2216, Van Nuys, CA 91404. (213) 786-0841.
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Perspective Map Co. 5702 George St., Richmond, IL 60071. (815) 678-4111.

Hubbard. Raised Relief Topographic Maps. P.O. Box 104, Northbrook, IL 60062.

Relief Technik, Inc. P.O. Box 91, Morrisville, PA 19067. (215) 547-2179.


New Jersey Historical Society, Publications Dept. 230 Broadway, Newark, NJ 07104.

North American Maps. P.O. Box 5850, San Francisco, CA 94101. (415) 333-3490.

Speciality Publishing Co. P.O. Box 1355, La Crosse, WI 54601.

Appalachian Mountain Club. 5 Joy St., Boston, MA 02108. (617) 523-0636.

Farquhar Transparent Globes, Inc. 426 Sumpter St., Charlotte, MI 48813. (517) 747-5333.

Michelin Guides & Maps. P.O. Box 1007, New Hyde Park, NY 11042. (516) 488-4477 or (212) 895-2342.

Colorgraphics. 91 Joanne Dr., Rochester, NY 14616.

Geographia Map Co. 317 St. Paul’s Ave., Jersey City, NJ 07306. (201) 656-9173 or (212) 695-6585.


Petroleum Information Corp. P.O. Box 2612, Denver, CO 80201.

Kistler Graphics, Inc. Raised Relief Maps. 4000 Dahlia St., Box 5467, Denver, CO 80217.

George F. Cram, Inc. P.O. Box 426, Indianapolis, IN 46206.

Elizabeth F. Dunlap, Books & Maps. 6063 Westminster Pl., St. Louis, MO 63112.

Preservation

University Products, Inc. Archival Quality Materials for Conservation, Restoration and Preservation. P.O. Box 101, South Canal St., Holyoke, MA 01041.


Standards for Conserving Archival and Library Materials. Kentucky Department for Libraries and Archives, Document Preservation Laboratory, Box 537, Frankfort, KY 40602) (This item appeared in the: Steely Library Government Documents Newsletter, Northern Kentucky University, Phil Yannarella).
The following appeared in the Wisconsin Mapping Bulletin, 9 (October 1983): p.8: "Now you can use your topo quad in the rain! STORMPROOF is a permanent water repellent treatment for all paper maps, charts, or blueprints. The clear liquid impregnates the paper without discoloring or stiffening it. A pint of STORMPROOF will treat 8 full-size nautical charts, 14 topo maps, or 100 sq. feet of paper. The price is $7.95 for each 1-pint and $4.95 for each 1/2-pint. UPS shipping is $1.65 for the continental U.S. Order from the Martensen Co., Inc., P.O. Box 261, Williamsburg, VA 23187, (804) 220-2828." (The Printing and Distribution Center of the USGS conducted an experiment on maps treated with STORMPROOF. The results may be found in the Map Dealers Newsletter, vol. 1, no. 2, May 1981, Eastern Edition or interested individuals may contact the editor for a copy of the experiment.).

**Computers & Maps**


#### Question Box

(1) An independent library, wood-furniture designer has asked for ideas on map library furniture design needs. Any suggestions or ideas? If you have any, please contact Alice Hudson, Map Librarian, New York Public Library, Fifth Avenue & 42nd Street, New York, NY 10018.

(2) What is everybody or anybody doing with their folios of the Geologic Atlas of the United States in regards to preservation? Are they being bound? Are they being taken apart and each page encapsulated? Please contact Jim Walsh.

(3) Do you have any maps of the U.S. published by (engraved by) the Colton firm or individuals thereof? If so, and you have the inclination to furnish Pat Moore with a brief inventory of them, she would appreciate it very much. The information needed for now is a brief title and date; copyright will do if there is no other date. Pat hopes to eventually compile a publishing history of the company and would like to include a union list of their maps (American continent, the United States as a whole, and states and their contents, including city maps only). If you have a large collection of Colton maps which is regional in nature and don't have the time or inclination to furnish the requested information, she would appreciate it if you would send a head count with the areas specified. Information may be sent to: Patricia A. Moore, Assistant Special Collections Librarian, 418 University Library, 1408 W. Gregory Drive, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801 (217) 333-0827.

The following is an answer to question 1 that appeared in base line 4 (5): 131. Thanks to Riley Moffat, Map Librarian, Brigham Young University for providing the answer. There is a FRUIT WORLD MAP published in 1976 by Oxford University Press for Oscar Bauer Publications, publishers of International Fruit World, Aeschengraben 16, CH-4051, Basle, Switzerland. It is a large, full-color map, at the scale of 1:17,000,000 and shows the distribution of 30 products.
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On the Cataloging/Cataloguing Front
by Dorothy McGarry

The CCS Executive Committee and the RTSO Board of Directors have voted to make documents of the Committee on Cataloging: Description and Access available on a yearly subscription basis. Subscription year will be Sept. 1 to Aug. 31, to coincide with the ALA fiscal year. Actual shipments of documents will be only twice a year, prior to the Midwinter Meeting and prior to the Annual Conference. Yearly subscription cost is $50. Orders should be addressed to: CC:DA Documents, ALA/RTSO, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL 60611; checks should be made out to ALA. Among the topics CC:DA will be discussing at Midwinter this year are a report from the task force on guidelines for cataloging microcomputer software, etc., and the ISBD Five-Year Review for the ISBD(5), (H), (NBH), and (CM).

Bill Heneely of the SLA Geography and Map Division informed me that the directory of map catalogers is in the hands of the Division's publication committee and that he anticipates it will be published soon. He also said that his Cataloging Committee will be working with other groups on lists of coordinates for states, countries, etc., for the use of map catalogers.

The RTSO Board has approved a series of regional institutes on non-book materials. The programs will be aimed at librarians who are responsible for the acquisitions and cataloging of non-book materials in all types of libraries, at library educators, and at media center administrators. The program will be spread over 2 1/2 days and will include information on topics such as cataloging of cartographic materials, microcomputer software, graphic and 3-D materials, sound and music, films and video, and machine-readable data files, and use of the microcomputer in technical services applications. Tentative schedule for the programs includes San Diego, Calif., in February, and Seattle, Wash., in October 1984, with additional locations to be added. Requests for brochures for the San Diego meeting or for further information can be sent to the RTSO office.

A revised rule interpretation for 25.5B dated Oct. 1983 dealing with qualifiers for serial titles says: Generally use place of publication as the qualifying term. Exceptionally, in the following cases use as the qualifier the heading for the body with which the work originated or by which it was issued or published: a) The title proper consists solely of an indication of type of publication and/or periodicity (exclusive of articles, prepositions, and conjunctions). If more than one corporate body is associated with the work, choose as the qualifying term the name of the body responsible for the serial, rather than the one only publishing it. If multiple bodies are performing the same function in relation to the work, choose the one named first. b) The addition of place as a qualifying term is inadequate to resolve the conflict, because another work with the same title was published in the same place. c) The title includes the initials or other abbreviation of the issuing body's name. The "subject word" criterion is removed from the provisions for use of corporate body as qualifier.

The RTSO newsletter, Sept./Oct. 1983, contains reports of sessions held at the ALA annual conference last June, e.g. of the video teleconference, committees and discussion groups, and the online catalogs/online reference preconference.

Publications referred to in the newsletter include: "AACR2 and Serials: the American View," edited by Neal L. Edgar. This was also published as v. 3, no. 2/3 of Cataloging & Classification Quarterly. "Online catalogs: requirements, characteristics and costs," reports of the results from a conference on costs and features of online catalogs held in Dec. 1982. Washington, D.C.: Council on Library Resources, 1983. $10 prepaid only.

LC rule interpretation for 12.381, revised Oct. 1983: All elements of the numeric and/or alphabetic designation must be taken from the same source; i.e. the designation cannot be pieced together from different sources.
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12.3Cl Oct. 1983: Normally take elements of the chronological designation from the same source. However, if the serial has no numeric and/or alphabetic designation by which the issues can be identified, the elements of chronology may be pieced together from different sources whenever this provides a chronological designation that identifies the serial. If the chief source carries more than one expression of a chronological designation, prefer the one that provides the clearest indication of the period covered by the contents (if such a determination is possible).

12.3C4 rev. Oct. 1983: The numeric and chronological designations, although recorded together, need not come from the same source.

12.1D1 Aug. 1983: If the chief source of a later issue contains a parallel title that did not appear on the chief source of the issue on which the description is based, and the same title proper appears on the chief source of both issues, add the parallel title in a note. Do not consider the title proper to have changed even though the addition of the title in another language or script would affect the choice of title proper if the description were based on the later issue (cf. RI 21.2A.)

21.2A Aug. 1983: Whenever the title proper of a serial (as selected from the earliest issue) continues to appear on the chief source of later issues, retain it as the title proper. Do not consider that the title proper has changed because later issues of the serial give titles in more than one language or script in a different order from the order on the earliest issue or because later issues have a parallel title that did not appear on the earliest issue.


The Cataloging service bulletin, no. 21, summer 1983, has many pages on rule interpretations. Some specific examples include:

A revision within 24.7B: Although the year is integrated within the name of the conference and, therefore, has not been omitted from the name, nevertheless the year must be repeated if the name is followed by one or more additions. Examples: Datafair '75 (1975: London, England). Congress Handikapp '81 (1981: Goteborg, Sweden).

Rule 26 on references has been revised, and there is a great deal of information on when to make what types of references. A.15A new rule interpretation on geographic features, regions, etc.: The scope of the term "West" in the printed text of AACR2 has additional examples. Also a typographical error is corrected: midwestern, not Midwestern.

Subject headings of current interest are listed for the first and secondquarters of 1983. P. 60 under procedures says that French, Portuguese, and Spanish name headings are no longer established with accent marks over uppercased letters.

P. 64-68 include a lot of information on islands. One section deals with islands of the Caribbean. Because most individual Caribbean islands can be associated with several different island groupings and because most of these islands have achieved
independence or are likely to do so relatively soon, assign all individual Caribbean islands south of the Virgin Islands directly after subjects regardless of their current political status. Do not divide the individual islands in this category indirectly through such groups as "West Indies," "Leeward Islands," "Netherlands Antilles." Assign all other individual islands in the Caribbean area indirectly through the appropriate controlling jurisdiction or island group.

P. 73-74: The subdivision "Suburbs and environs" was discontinued in September 1979. It was replaced by the corresponding city, region or metropolitan area heading depending upon which more closely described the territory identified in a particular work (see CSB, no. 11, p. 94). It was reinstated May 1982 as a valid free-floating subdivision usable under names of cities. It appears again in the list of authorized free-floating subdivisions for cities in the introductory matter to the Jan.-Mar. 1982 quarterly supplement to LCSH. The subdivision has the same meaning and use as earlier, i.e. to designate the territory associated with a particular city, including neighboring areas lying outside the city, as well as nearby smaller satellite jurisdictions. The territory designated does not include the city itself. Use the subdivision only under names of cities in headings of the type [name of city]--Suburbs and environs. Do not use the subdivision under names of cities in topical headings with local subdivision, i.e. [topic]--[country]--[city].

P. 78-79 discuss procedures for cutting according to "by region or country, A-Z." Region refers to an area larger than a country. For cutting purposes, use only place names that correspond to current geographic conditions, regardless of the conditions described or the names considered applicable in a particular work (unless there is provision in the printed schedule to the contrary). Cutter for the heading as it is established unless the class number stands for the larger region, in which case Cutter for the specific region. For example, for "Africa, North" Cutter for "Africa, North" unless the class number stands for Africa, in which case Cutter for "North Africa" (i.e., .Nxxx). Cutter for the name of the country itself for a locality of a country if the name is inverted, unless the class number stands for the country, in which case Cutter for the specific locality. For example, for "Brazil, Northeast" Cutter for "Brazil" unless the class number stands for "Brazil," in which case Cutter for "Northeast Brazil" (i.e., .Nxxx).

The third edition of the "Index to languages and dialects, subclasses F-PH" has been published. It is a cumulation of the index entries appearing since 1957 and their integration into the second edition. The index is available from the Cataloging Distribution Service, Library of Congress, for $10.

The last few pages of the CSB contain a questionnaire on "Reconsideration of Library of Congress Reference Tracing Practice." The deadline for the questionnaire was November 1; I hope that many of you received your bulletins early enough to respond. LC's decisions on this will affect us all, so we can look forward to the information on the responses they received.

Greetings, one and all; I hope the holidays looming up will be good ones. I hope to see some of you at Midwinter in Washington -- LCS

NEW MAPS:

GENERAL


Barnes & Noble Bookstores offer "the only illuminated globe available at this low price!" --$29.95 + 2.50 s/h from 126 Fifth Ave., Dept. G27 NY NY 10011(NY & NJ add sales tax) (JW)

and, in keeping with the preceding, Kleenex "Man-size" tissue boxes feature an antiquarian map of North America (JBP)

EUROPE

WRS index maps of Europe. Request from: Earthnet User Services, Attn. Mrs G. Calabresi, V. Galileo Galilei, 00044 Frascati Italy. (JW)

WALES : counties and districts. Cardiff (Cathays Park) : Cartographic Service, Welsh Ofc., 1982. $12.50 from the Service. Shows administrative boundaries, as of 4/1/82. (NAK)

McGillivray, Bruce. Devolving Europe : nations re-emerging from states. Sausalito CA (Box 428, 94966) : CoEvolution Quarterly, c1982. $5.00 postpaid. Oblique view of Europe, with flags and vernacular nations of re-emerging nations. (NAK)

ČESKOSLOVENSKÁ Socialistická Republika. 1:1,000,000. Prague : Kartografie, 1982. Kcs 9 (or free "if you're lucky"). Place names but no index. Insets of Prague, Bratislava, parks & cultural sites, etc. (NAK)

ASIA, AFRICA, PACIFIC


Philips' Plastic Relief Model Map (world). George Philip Services, PO Box 1, Littlehampton, W. Sussex BN17 7EN. £3.00 + £2. s/h. (JW)

Preliminary seismotectonic map of PAKISTAN. 1:2,000,000. $20. from Geological Map Service, PO Drawer 920, Sag Harbor NY 11963 (item PAKx56). (MLL)

AMERICAS

Reproduction birds-eye view, TELL CITY IN (1879/80). $10.00 from Tell City Historical Soc., Tell City IN 47586. (Ours was gift; may be shipping charges) (LCS)

Hydro Surveys, Inc., 7533 S. Ogden Way, Littleton CO 80122 offers a series of reservoir maps showing topography, recreational areas, shore features, etc. "COLORADO map series" incl. Cherry Creek, Chatfield, Dillon, Granby and Horsetooth reservoirs. $3. ea. (folded) (OK)

Facsimile maps from Yale University Library Publications Office, Box 1603A Yale Station, New Haven CT 06520: S. Bauman, Plan of YORKTOWN (siege), 1781--$20.; B. Miera y Pacheco, ms. map (WESTERN explorations), 1778--$20.; J. Seller, Map of NEW ENGLAND (ca. 1676)--$25. CT res. add sales tax; prepaid orders postage free. Cks to Yale Univ. Libr. (JW)
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DENVER's playground: 3-D satellite relief map. $12.70 from Kistler Graphics (4000 Dahlia St., Box 5467, Denver CO 80217-5467). Also available as a flat map, w/4-col. photos of the orig. satellite picture, Denver in 1883 and in 1983, for $4.40. (JC)

Skoda, L. Energy resources of BRITISH COLUMBIA. 1983. $15. from Canadian Cartographics, Ltd., 508 Clarke Rd., Coquitlam BC V3J 3X2. Incl. conventional & alternative resources. (JC)

APPALACHIAN TRAIL. 1:2,000,000. Appalachian Trail Conf., P.O. Box 236, Harpers Ferry WV 25425 ($4.45/ATC memb. $3.80; + .90 s/h). (8317938)

Info-Mat Assoc., Inc., P.O. Box 302, Narberth PA 19072 produces illustrated city maps for conventions; contact R.E. Welge, Pres. (JBP)

PHILADELPHIA PA 50 mile radius map. Alexandria Drafting Co. $6.95. (JBP)

TEXAS trails maps. Set of 10 maps, free from: Texas Travel & Information Division, Box 5064, Austin TX 78763; request "Trails". Each map features a "Travel Trail" w/description and points of interest. (Kathleen Eisenbeis via JW)


OREGON. Landsat 3 Return-Beam Vidicon mosaic, 1:500,000. Contact Environmental Remote Sensing Applications Lab (ERSAL), Oregon State Univ., Corvallis OR 97331 (or any USGS vendor)(JW)

Ok, if you need $$ for Christmas presents: "Mystery Treasure Map: Win $12,000!!" $4.95 ea.; $8.95 for two; add $1.50 s/h. Johnson Smith Co., Dept. 2410, Mt. Clemens MI 48043. OR:

"Incredible Denver Treasure Chase Map" from the Denver Post, Sunday Oct. 16 1983. Fine, but NO SCALE GIVEN. Thanks for both of these to JW.

And: Map of REDONDA (M.P. Shiel's legendary island kingdom near Montserrat in the West Indies) $5. from J.D.S. Books, P.O. Box 67 MCS, Dayton OH 45402. Limited ed. of 500. (JBP)

:::New Books:::


Prentice-Hall illustrated atlas of the WORLD. $29.95. (9063112; 82-82081; 0136965423) (JW)

NACIS publications: forthcoming, or already out this year: Proceedings, 2nd Annual Meeting; NACIS Directory (inc. telephone numbers); "Map collections in Virginia" by Don Daidone.(MLL)

International list of geographical serials / C.D. Harris, J.D. Fellmann, comp. 3rd ed. Univ. of Chicago, Department of Geography, Research Paper no. 193 (6305095; 0890651000) (JW)
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GENERAL - cont.

Atlas of the WORLD. Pleasantville NY : Reader's Digest Assoc .• 1983. $14.95 (9886602; 83-61162; 0895771721) (MLL)


Geologic reference sources : subj. & regional bibl. of publications and maps in the geological sciences / D.C. Ward. Scarecrow Press. (7279398; 81-4770; 0810814285) (JW)

WORLD atlas. Glenview , IL : Scott, Foresman, 1982. $4.89 paper. (9326262; 81-215042/MAP/r83; 067313346X pbk.) (JW)

Practice of geography / Anne Buttimer. $38.00? London, NY : Longman, 1983. (8629687; 82-13091; 582300878) (JW)

C. Broekema , Antiquarian Books, Leidse kade 68, 1016 DA Amsterdam Holland (in collaboration with A.R. Liss, Inc . NY) announce the first supplement to Tooley's DICTIONARY OF MAPMAKERS. 4000+ additional entries. (JW)

Dictionary of concepts in human geography / R.P. Larkin. $35. from Greenwood Press. (9083633; 82-24258; 0313227292) (JW)


Understanding maps : a systematic history of their use and development / A. Hodgkiss. Folkstone, Kent : Dawson, 1981. £13.00. (7472996; 82-149545; 0712909400) (JW)


Map projections used by the U.S.G.S. / John P. Snyder. 2nd ed. (Geol. survey bulletin 1532). 1982. (8111187; 81-607569; I 19.3: 1532/2) (JW)

Railways atlas of the world. $23.00 from Railways Atlas, P.O. Box 297, Short Hills NJ 07078. 1982.

Mapping information : the graphic display of quantitative information / H.T.Fisher, ed. Cambridge, MA : Abt Bks., 1982. $35.00. (84299918; 82-6858; 0890115710) (JW)

VNR pocket atlas. NY : Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1983. $8.95 (pbk.) (9606130; 82-81119; 0442296614) (JW)

Cartographic relief presentation / Eduard Imhof. NY : Walter de Gruyter, 1982. $79.95. (Trans. of Kartographische Geländedarstellung)(8346978; 82-5001; 3110067110)(JW)
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EUROPE

Antique maps of the BRITISH ISLES /David Smith. London: Batsford, 1982. $25.00 (9120461; 82-232873; 0713416947)(JW)


ESPAÑA : mapa oficial de carreteras. 1:400,000. 18th ed. 1982. 750.-ptas from Ministerio de Obras Publicas y Urbanismo, Paseo de la Castellana 67, Nuevos Ministerios, Madrid 3 (MLL)


Atlas of ANGLO-SAXON ENGLAND / David Hill. Oxford: Blackwell; Toronto: U.Toronto Pr., 1981. $35.00 (c), 14.95 (pbk). (9195411; 82-100413/Map; 0802023878)(JW)

USSR in maps / J.C. Dewdney. London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1982. £6.95. (8858234; 034024413); also publ. NY : Holmes & Meier (8242973; 82-675000/Map) (JW)

Atlas of the seas around the BRITISH ISLES. Orders to MAFF Atlas Office, Fisheries Lab., Pakefield Rd, Lowestoft NR33 OHT. £10.00 + post. ( 1.65 UK, all others based on location). (JW)

Historical atlas of BRITAIN / M. Falkus, J. Gillingham ed. London: Granada. £15.00 (8096182; 0246116145); also publ. NY : Continuum (8055105; 81-675330/Map; 0826401791)(JW)

ASIA, AFRICA, PACIFIC

Catalogue of printed maps of the HOLY LAND / Eran Laor. Avail. from C. Broekema, Leidsekade 68, 1016 DA Amsterdam, Holland.(JW)

Isles of gold : antique maps of JAPAN / Hugh Cortazzi. NY : Weatherhill. $75.00 (9324210; 83-3525; 0834801841) (JW)


AMERICAS

KANSAS GeoMaps /Don W. Steeple. Lawrence (KS Geol. Survey Publications & Sales, 1930 Constant Ave.--Campus West, 66044). Single copies free; addtl. copies $1.00, but ALL orders require $1.00 s/h. (9650729) (JC)
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LONG ISLAND gazetteer / Karl H. Proehl, Barbara Shupe. $29.95 before 31 Jan 84; $34.95 after. No postage on prepaid orders. From LOA, Publishers, 42-36 209th St., Bayside NY 11361 (JW)

Atlas of HAWAII. Honolulu : Univ. of HI Pr. $29.95 (pbk). (9255311; 82-675462 / Map; 0824808371) (JW)


NEW YORK state: socioeconomic atlas / R. Beach, M. Fairweather. Plattsburgh : SUNY, Dept. of Geography, 1983. $10.00 (pbk) (9460732) (JW)


Atlas of the ARA8 world / Dempsey, M.W. Facts on File. $16.95. (9323272; 83-1725; 0871961385) (JW) (yes, I know it's not the Americas, but you can't believe how many little pieces of paper I get to shuffle for each issue!)

Equipment & Supplies

(JC) Foster Manufacturing Company. Catalog no. 51, effective 9/1/83. Features 5-drawer cabinets (53 x 41 x 16 is $830.00) and light tables. 414 North 13th St., Philadelphia, PA 19108-1086. (800) 523-4855.
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Duplicate Maps

Canadian Maps. Includes almost complete sets of Aeromagnetic Series, Geophysical Series (Electromagnetic), and Geophysical Series (High Resolution Aeromagnetic). Scales vary (1:125,000, 1:63,360, 1:50,000). About 2,000-2,500 folded map sheets. Contact Jim Walsh.

NEWS

With this issue of base line we welcome a new Contributing Editor. She is Patricia A. Moore, Assistant Special Collections Librarian, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Welcome aboard Pat. Pat's contributions will be identified by (PAM).

(MLL) Alberta A. Wood is the new Head of the Map Library at the Memorial University of Newfoundland, effective October 17. Her phone number is (709) 737-8892 or 737-8168.

(MLL) Rear Admiral John D. Bossler has been appointed as the new Director of the National Ocean Service's Office of Charting and Geodetic Services. He replaces outgoing Director, Rear Admiral H.R. Lippold, Jr. The Change of Command Ceremonies were held on October 4, 1983, at the NOS' headquarters facilities in Rockville, MD.

(PAM) After a long history as a family enterprise the firm of John Bartholomew has been sold to Readers' Digest. It had been associated with the Royal Scottish Geographical Society since 1884. (Source: T.W. Freeman, ed. Biobibliographical Studies (Geographers)).

(MLL) "Be All You Can Be. Do it in the Army." One of the 300 career training areas in the Army is 82 Delta. 82 Delta is Army shorthand for Topographic Surveying. (A possible career change for map librarians?).

The American Congress on Surveying and Mapping and the American Society of Photogrammetry are sponsoring seven fellowships and scholarships for 1984-85. They include graduate and undergraduate awards in the areas of cartography, surveying, and photogrammetry. Completed applications must be filed by January 15, 1984. Request forms and instructions from: Education Director, ACSM-ASP, 210 Little Falls St., Falls Church, VA 22046.

(MLL) Infomap Inc. of Boulder has been acquired by Rand McNally & Co. and will become a subsidiary known as Rand McNally Infomap Inc. Infomap produces computer-generated pictorial/thematic maps in color for business and industry. (Source: Denver Post, Oct. 18, 1983).

GeoRef has moved. The new address is: GeoRef, American Geological Institute, 4220 King Street, Alexandria, VA 22302. King Street and Route 7 are one and same. Their telephone number is: (800) 336-4764 or (703) 379-2480. As of October 5 the toll-free number had not been connected. If you try the toll-free number, and it rings but no one answers, please call the other number.

"A GeoRef Users Group is being formed by the Geoscience Information Society. It is open to all who use GeoRef and are interested in using it better or improving it." For further information contact our own Nancy Pruett, Chair, GeoRef Users Group Steering Committee, Technical Library, 3144, Sandia National Laboratories, P.O. Box 5800, Albuquerque, NM 87185 or call (505) 844-6430. (Source: GeoRef Newsletter, v. 6, no. 2, October, 1983).

"The Astronomical Society of the Pacific is making available a complete, updated, table of the characteristics of all the known planets and satellites in our solar system.... The nonprofit Society would be happy to provide a copy of the table to anyone who sends a stamped self-addressed envelope: Solar System Table, A.S.P., 1290 24th Ave., San Francisco, CA 94122." (Source: RA, Fall 1983, p. 16).
"An exhibition tracing the history of this continent's first 100 years of railroad mapping opened October 1, 1983 in the Library of Congress' Madison Building. The 54 maps in "Railroad Maps of North America: The First Hundred Years" represent an important historical record of the growth of travel and settlement and the development of industry and agriculture." The exhibit may be viewed from 8:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. weekdays and 8:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on weekends and holidays on the basement level of the Madison Building. In the corridor adjacent to the Geography and Map Reading Room. A hardcover book entitled "Railroad Maps of North America" will be published in December by L.C. in conjunction with the exhibit. (Source: LC Information Bulletin, vol. 42, no. 40, p. 338).

The International Cartographic Association will celebrate its 25th anniversary in 1984. It was established in 1959 at Bern, Switzerland by 13 foundation member countries and currently consists of 63 member nations.

There is a movement to have the President declare the week of March 11-17, 1984 as "National Surveyors Week." The Senate has passed a resolution to this effect, but the House needs an additional 46 co-sponsor to pass H.J. Resolution 103. Contact your Congressman/woman and ask him/her to cosponsor the resolution.

Nominations for candidates to run in the 1984 election for the Board of Trustees of the Freedom to Read Foundation are now being accepted. There are five vacancies. Nominations should be sent to: Mr. Russell Shank, University of California--Los Angeles, University Library, 405 Hilgard Ave., Los Angeles 90024.

Because of problems with Landsat 4, the NOAA has proposed the launch of the next spacecraft in this series (Landsat D') in early 1984, instead of July 1985 as originally planned.

Three of the top ten best sellers on the Sunday Times of London best seller list are atlases. The Ordnance Survey Motor Atlas of Great Britain was first on the August 14, 1983 list. The other two atlases were the Ordnance Survey Road Atlas of Great Britain and the Collins Road Atlas of Britain. (Source: AAG Newsletter, vol. 18, no. 9).

The following information is from Donna Koepp, Denver Public Library: During a recent visit to the GeoCenter in Stuttgart, W. Germany, I had the pleasure of meeting and talking with Mr. Herbert Leuser. He asked me to convey to the map community here that his catalogs do not contain everything he has. If we are looking for something that does not appear there, we should write and ask him about it. They also welcome any comments or suggestions from us on how they can make their catalogs easier for us to use. I found it interesting to learn that the DMA series 1501 sheets he has are the ones we cannot get from DMA here, such as the Thailand sheets. The 1501's we have of Western Europe he does not have, and cannot get.

Seven map librarians and students participated in the 32nd Map Processing Project sponsored by the Geography and Map Division of L.C. The project ran from July 5 to August 12, 1983. Since the program began, L.C. has distributed almost two million duplicate maps, charts, and atlases to about 300 map libraries in the U.S in exchange for the services of 350 participating map librarians and students. (Source: LC Information Bulletin, vol. 42, no. 40, p. 340)

The 11th Annual Map Design Competition, sponsored by the American Cartographic Association of the American Congress on Surveying and Mapping, welcomes entries from all mapmakers in the U.S. and Canada. All entries must be received by 1/30/84. The map, along with a completed entry form (the entry form may be found in the October issue of the ACSM Bulletin, p. 64) should be mailed to: Joseph W. Wiedel, ACSM Map Design Competition, Department of Geography, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742.
A good source to search to locate information on maps and cartography is Resources in Education (RIE). RIE is the Index to the ERIC microfiche collection and a recent computer database search of the system turned up 2391 entries dealing with maps, atlases, cartography, topography and map skills. Some titles include: Bibliography on Computer Mapping: CPL Bibliography No. 263 (ED 106957); Planning of Map and Atlas Work in Soviet Scientific Libraries (ED 104442); Sources of Information and Materials: Maps and Aerial Photographs (ED 075266); A Written Map Acquisitions Policy (ED 174235); and Map Librarianship (ED 096955). One can search RIE using the following headings: Atlases, Cartography, Civil Engineering, Earth Science, Geographic Location, Geography, Geology, Map Skills, Maps and Topography.

The J. Morris Jones and Bailey K. Howard Awards (two annual grants of no more than $5,000 each made to a unit of A.L.A.) project proposals are due by March 1, 1984. These grants are awarded to support specific projects which advance the Goal and Objectives of A.L.A. Anyone needing more information and application forms, please contact Jim Coombs or Ruth Frame, Deputy Executive Director, at A.L.A. Headquarters.

The deadline for the receipt of applications for Poster Session presentations at the 1984 A.L.A. Annual Conference in Dallas is January 30, 1984. Guidelines and application forms are available from Jim Coombs or Dr. Ruth Person, Poster Sessions Committee, School of Library and Information Science, The Catholic University of America, Washington, DC 20064.

Robert E. Schnare, Chief, Special Collections Division, U.S. Military Academy Library, wrote to Ms. Valerie G. Scott, Editor, Map Collector, concerning the tight inner margins and the problem of the text or illustrations running into it. Ms. Scott replied and indicated that there really is no choice. "We either go over to stitch binding and completely change the format of the magazine or we continue with the perfect binding which means that the inner margins can be a little tight. The only alternative would be to leave white inner margins which would be most unattractive and would mean that we could not have maps spread across two pages as at present."

"Maps and City Planning." Two separate items regarding maps and city planning. Douglas County, Colorado issued the county's master plan for future growth, in draft form and the document has already created an uproar because it does not and many argue that it should, have a land-use map. (Denver Post, November 17, 1983, p. 25A).

Conferences

In the September, 1983 issue of Landsat Data Users Notes, no. 28 (C55.45: 28), there is a two page listing of meetings primarily dealing with remote sensing and earth sciences.

The 1984 conference of the Association of Canadian Map Libraries will be held in Fredericton, New Brunswick on June 19-22, 1984. The theme of the conference is "Disasters and Mapping." The conference has been planned to coincide with the province's bicentennial. For more information, please contact: A.C.M.L. Conference 1984, c/o Provincial Archives of New Brunswick, P.O. Box 6000, Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada E3B 5H1

The Photogrammetric Society (London) Winter Lecture Programme, 1983-1984 has been announced. Those wishing a copy of the schedule, please contact the editor.
Remembrances of Conferences

(JC) The Seventh Kenneth Nebenzahl, Jr. Lectures in the history of cartography were held at the Newberry Library in Chicago on October 27-29, 1983. Topics included the sources of English overseas chartmaking, ca 1560-1640; copper-plate engraving as an influence on map content; and the Indian contribution to the mapping of the Great Lakes. Most of the lectures were held in the Scholl College of Podiatry, as the Newberry was being renovated. There were quite a few MAGERT people there, so it was a reunion of sorts.

(MLL) "Mapping and Related Geographic Information Media: Products and Research in the Washington Area" was the theme of the 28th Annual Meeting of the Middle Atlantic Division of the A.A.G. The meeting took place at the University of Maryland, College Park on Saturday, March 12, 1983 and brought together experts from the Washington area to discuss current developments in mapping and geographic information programs.

(JBP) The Annual Meeting of the Map Society of the Delaware Valley was held on Monday, November 21, 1983 at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. The meeting began with a "show and tell" session where members brought something of cartographic interest to the meeting and briefly described what they brought. Officers and a board were elected and the constitutional by-laws changes were voted on. A complete list of the MSDV was available for distribution or copies may be obtained by writing Robert Hornick, 2401 Pennsylvania Avenue, 18830, Philadelphia, PA 19130.

The Tenth International Conference on the History of Cartography took place in Dublin, Ireland from August 29 to September 2, 1983. The theme of the meeting was "Cartographic Innovation: A Historical Perspective." The Eleventh Conference will be held in Ottawa, Canada in 1985. Persons interested in attending should contact Dr. Edward H. Dabl, National Map Collection, Public Archives of Canada, Ottawa, Canada K1A ON3. (A good summary of the Tenth Conference can be found in the California Map Society Newsletter, Fall, 1983, Number 2).

The 65th Indiana History Conference was held on November 4-6, 1983 at the Indianapolis Airport Hilton. Our own Linda Carlson Sharp presented a paper on "The Mitchell Maps: Its Meaning and Place in American History." Robert Karrow of the Newberry Library also gave a presentation, "Lake Superior and the Mitchell Map: Cartographic Sources Cartographic Truth." Linda also prepared an exhibit, "Conflict on the Continent: Anglo-French Tensions in North America to 1763," which covers the British/French territorial claims in North America. Linda says the exhibit will be up through the end of January, if anyone one is passing through Indianapolis.

New Periodical Articles
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DMA Depository Newsletter. (October 1983) This issue contains: A Chronology of Events Leading to the Present Status of the Defense Mapping Agency and Chart Depository Program; a brief description of the DMA policy on the distribution of gazetteers; the selection-policy of DMA; and some answers to questions regarding the 1501 Series, Joint Operations Graphics (JOG).


Remote Sensing Center/Map Information Center Newsletter. An occasional publication jointly published by the Nebraska Remote Sensing Center and the Nebraska Map Information Center. Those wishing to receive copies should contact: NRSC/NMIC, Conservation and Survey Division, Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources, University of Nebraska, 113 Nebraska Hall, Lincoln, NE 68588-0517.


Recent Polar and Glaciological Literature. This bibliography is published 3 times a year and "...its aim is to cover selectively the recently published literature of the polar regions..." The items are arranged by the Universal Decimal Classification.

The following articles are from the ACSM Bulletin no. 86 (October 1983):
"Maps & Surveys." pp. 47-56. This section is a regular feature and includes: A. Geodetic Control Survey Information; B. Distinctive Recent Maps; and C. Map Information.

"Recent Literature," compiled by Carleton Cox, is a regular feature in the American Cartographer. Items are included under the following headings: projections, atlases, remote sensing, automation, and government mapping. The column is a listing of books and journal articles.

A new quarterly publication produced by the GeoRef Information System, in cooperation with the Association of Engineering Geologists, the Canadian Geotechnical Society, and the North American section of the International Association of Engineering Geologists, is expected to be sent to subscribers by December 15, 1983. Engineering Geology Abstracts will cost $18.50, only $15.00 per year to members of the cooperating societies.
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Austin's Contribution to the Cartographic History of Texas, by Robert S. Martin.
The Vengeance of Amerigo Vespucci, by Ivan Dimitrov.
Plus regular features.


Design for a Semi-Automatic Map Encapsulator, by Larry Cruse.
Map Acquisition: An Annotated Bibliography, by Brent Allison.
Map Librarianship: A selective and Annotated Bibliography, by Constance M. Piquette.
Map Preservation at Columbia University: This Study Points to a Need for an Adequate Microform Solution, by Susan Klimley.
Plus regular features and the announcement that Larry Cruse, map librarian at the University of California-San Diego, will be the new editor of the Information Bulletin beginning with volume 16. Larry has accepted a five-year appointment.

---0000---

GREAT MOMENTS IN MAP LIBRARIANSHIP

YIKES! WHAT'S GOING ON HERE?!?

REMEMBER THAT 2ND GRADE CLASS THAT YOU TOLD OUR TOPO'S SHOWED INDIVIDUAL HOUSES? WELL, NOW THEY ALL WANT TO SEND SANTA CLAUS A MAP TO THEIR HOUSE!!

DECK THE HALLS WITH MAPS OF THE NORTH POLE!

Ginsberg, Michael, Books, Inc., Box 402, Sharon, Mass. 02067 Antiquarian maps, esp. U.S.

Globe, The, P.O. Box A398, Chicago, Ill. 60690 Antiquarian maps.

Golden, Howard I., Maps of the Promised Land, 40th Floor, 1450 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. 10018. Antiquarian maps, Middle East.

Gousha/Check-Chart, P.O. Box 6227, San Jose, Calif. 95150 Eastern Regional Office: P.O. Box 326, Chatham, N.J. 07928 (212) 635-5995. U.S. city street maps, road maps.


Hammond Inc., 515 Valley St., Maplewood, N.J. 07040. (201) 763-6000 General world and historical atlases, political maps, globes, facsimiles of early maps. Distributes Bartholomew maps, Britain and worldwide coverage.

Hearne Brothers, 2586 First National Bldg., Detroit, Mich. 48226 (800) 521-0300. Wall maps, U.S. county and city streets, states; also historical and continental wall maps.


Historic Indian Publishers, 1404 Sunset Dr., P.O. Box 16074, Salt Lake City, Utah 84116. Historical maps of North America showing Indian lands and events.


Hubbard Scientific Co., P.O. Box 104, Northbrook, Ill. 60062 3-dimensional relief models, U.S.

International Mapping Unlimited, 433 39th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016. Landsat satellite imagery maps of developing countries.

Jenkins Company, Box 2085, Austin, Texas 78768 Antiquarian maps, esp. U.S.


Kapp, Capt. K.S., Box 64, Osprey, Fla. 33559 Antiquarian maps, esp. the Americas.


Kraus, H.P., 16 E. 46th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10017. (212) 687-4808 Antiquarian maps.

Lake, D & E, Ltd., 106 Berkeley St., Toronto, Ontario M5A 2W7 Canada Antiquarian maps, esp. Canada and the Americas.

---
Lefkowicz, Edward J., P.O. Box 630, Fairhaven, Mass. 02719
Antiquarian maps, esp. nautical charts, incl. U.S. Coast Survey charts.

Mapmakers, SRB Box 7625, Palmer, Alaska 99645
Alaska oil & gas, geology, base maps.

Mapquest, P.O. Box 14211, Atlanta, Ga. 30324
Antiquarian maps.

Maritime Resource Management Service, 16 Station St., P.O. Box 310, Amherst, Nova Scotia B4H 325 Canada. Distributes Canadian hydrographic charts and related publications for Atlantic coast. Topographic and other maps, esp. E Canada.

Merrimack Book Services, 99 Main St., Salem, N.H. 03079
Distributes maps and guides of Great Britain.

Metro Graphic Arts, P.O. Box 7035, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49510
Wall maps, U.S. cities.

Michelin Guides and Maps, P.O. Box 1007, New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11042

Microchart Systems, Inc., 819 A Street, Suite 30, San Rafael, Calif. 94901
Microfiche reproductions of nautical charts covering the world, topo. maps of U.S.

Microfiche Unlimited, Micrographics Laboratory, James A. Michener Library, University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, Colo. 80639

Middle East Information Company, 160 Havley Lane, Trumbull, Conn. 06611
(203) 377-8045. Distributes maps, atlases, guides of the Middle East.

Midland Atlas Company, Inc., P.O. Box 283, Midland Bldg., Milbank, S.D. 57252. County atlases (platbooks) showing property ownership, esp. N.D., S.D., Minn.

Milwaukee Map Service, Inc., 4519 W. North Ave., Milwaukee, Wisc. 53208
Wall and other maps, Wisc. and SE Wisc. cities.

Moews, Thomas T., 3095-D Colonial Way, Atlanta, Ga. 30341
Antiquarian maps, esp. U.S.

National Geographic Society, Educational Services, Dept. 82, Washington, D.C. 20036. Maps, atlases, globes, educational materials, worldwide.

National Survey, Chester, Vermont 05143
Wall maps, NE U.S. states, travel maps of New England.

Nester's Map and Guide Corporation, 254 W. 51st St., N.Y., N.Y. 10019
(212) 586-3274. N.Y.C. maps and guides. Distributes maps of other publishers, worldwide coverage.


New York Bound Bookshop, 43 W. 54th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10019. (212) 245-8503
Antiquarian & o.p. books about N.Y., including atlases & guides.

NY-NJ Trail Conference, Inc., 20 W. 40th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10018
(212) 921-4025. Hiking maps and guides, N.Y. and N.J.
Newberry Library Bookshop, 60 W. Walton St., Chicago, Ill. 60610
Facsimiles of early maps.

North American Maps, P.O. Box 5850, San Francisco, Calif. 94101
City street maps, state road and recreation maps, W U.S.

North by West, Box 11538, Edmonton Main P.O., Alberta T5J 3K7 Canada
Antiquarian maps, esp. Canada.

Nystrom, 333 Elston Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60618
Wall maps, globes, 3-dimensional relief maps, educational materials.

Old Maps and Prints, P.O. Box 2234, Fort Worth, Texas 76113
Antiquarian maps.

Old Print Shop, 150 Lexington Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10016. (212) MU 3-950
Antiquarian maps.


Pennwell Maps, P.O. Box 21278, Tulsa, Okla. 74121. (800) 331-9151

Pergamon Press, Fairview Park, Elmsford, N.Y. 10523. (914) 592-7700
Distributes topographic, geologic, and other scientific maps and atlases with worldwide coverage from govt. and non-govt. publishers (foreign).

Perspecto Map Company, 5702 George St., Richmond, Ill. 60071
Bird's-eye views of U.S. and Canadian cities, campuses, airports.

Petroleum Information Corporation, P.O. Box 2612, Denver, Colo. 80201
(800) 525-3308. Oil & gas maps, U.S.

Petroleum Investment Co., 321 West 800 South, Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Oil & gas maps (blue line print), W U.S.

Potomac Appalachian Trail Club, 1718 N St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036
Hiking maps & guides, S Pa. to central Va.

Ptak, John F., 1220 King St., Alexandria, Va. 22314
Antiquarian maps.

Rand McNally & Co., P.O. Box 7600, Chicago, Ill. 60680. (800) 323-0462
General & historical world atlases; travel & recreation guides, China, Europe, North America; road maps & atlases, North America, Europe; city street maps, U.S.; wall maps.

Reader's Digest Association, Inc., Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570
World atlases, street and road atlases, U.S.

Relief Technik, Inc., 1606 Manning Blvd., Levittown, Pa. 19058
Mail: P.O. Box 91, Morrisville, Pa. 19067. (215) 547-2179
Globes, 3-dimensional relief maps.

Replogle Globes, Inc., 1901 North Narragansett Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60639
Globes.

Research Publications, Inc., 12 Lunar Dr., Woodbridge, Conn. 06525
(203) 397-2600. Microfilm reproductions of county atlases showing property ownership, U.S., late 19th & early 20th centuries.

Reuben, Walter, Inc., 910 American Bank Tower, Austin, Texas 78701
Antiquarian maps.
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Robinson, Cedric L., 597 Palisado Ave., Windsor, Conn. 06095
Antiquarian maps.

Rockford Map Publishers, Inc., P.O. Box 6126, Rockford, Ill. 61125
County atlases (platbooks) showing property ownership, midwestern
and some eastern U.S.; recreation atlases of states.

Rolph-McNally Ltd., 1689 Flint Rd., Downview, Ontario M3J 2W8 Canada.
City street maps, provincial road maps, Canada; road atlases, N. America.

Roussel, Philip A., 19 Sheafe St., Portsmouth, N.H. 03801
Antiquarian maps and atlases.

Ryder Geosystems, World Wide Plaza, 1155 Sherman St., Denver, Colo. 80203
(800) 824-7888. Satellite photo atlas of U.S.; other satellite image products.

Scientific and Medical Publications of France, Inc. (SMPF), 16 E. 42nd St.,
N.Y., N.Y. 10017. (212) 697-3190. Geologic and other scientific
maps and atlases of French publishers.

Sesseler, Charles, Inc., 1308 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19107
(215) 735-1086. Antiquarian maps.

Shkurkin, Vlad, Publisher, 6025 Rose Arbor, San Pablo, Calif. 94806
Micropublishing reproductions of Sanborn Fire Insurance maps, W U.S.

Specialty Publishing Company, P.O. Box 1355, La Crosse, Wisc. 54601
Treasure map atlases.

Stern, Harry L., Ltd., 620 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60611
Antiquarian maps.

Stoney, Paul Roberts, Route 2, Box 521, Lancaster, Va. 22503
Antiquarian maps.

Straight, L.S., 101 Maple St., Weehawken, N.J. 07087. (201) 863-9115
Antiquarian maps, esp. 19th century; sometimes old U.S. govt. maps, charts.

Suarez, Thomas, 2142 Broadway, N.Y., N.Y. 10023. (212) 877-7468
Antiquarian maps.

Swann Galleries, Inc., 104 E. 25th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10010. (212) 254-4710
Antiquarian maps and atlases for auction.

Tackitt Photographic, 1830 Johnson Dr., Concord, Calif. 94520
Reproductions of U.S. state maps, esp. 19th century.

Telberg, see Geologic Map Service.

Thomas Bros. Maps, 1326 So. Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif. 90015
Street maps and atlases, wall maps, W U.S. metro. areas and counties.

Tuttle, Charles E., Co., Inc., Rutland, Vt. 05701
Reproductions of 19th century county atlases showing property
ownership, esp. Vt.

UNIPUB, 1180 Ave. of the Americas, N.Y., N.Y. 10036. (212) 764-3847
Distributes geologic and other scientific maps and atlases, world-
wide coverage, published esp. by govt. and int'l. organizations.

U.S./Canadian Map Service, P.O. Box 249, Neenah, Wisc. 54956
Distributes U.S. and Canadian govt. maps & charts, plus some
non-govt. road, recreation, and 3-dimensional relief maps.

Universal Map Enterprises, P.O. Box 1042, E. Lansing, Mich. 48823
Distributes city, county, state road and street maps for Mich.,
Fla., and states in between. Also globes and some foreign travel maps.
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ADDENDA


Sanborn Map Company, Inc. (div. of Real Estate Data, Inc.), 629 Fifth Ave., Pelham, N.Y. 10803. (914) 738-1649, (212) 597-4910. Does not issue a catalog, but gives information on particular real estate atlas products upon request. N.Y.C. and other areas.

SOME FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS WITH BROAD GEOGRAPHICAL COVERAGE

GeoCenter, Postfach 80 08 30, D-7000 Stuttgart 80, Federal Republic of Germany. Publishes a catalog annually (GeoKatalog), supplements a looseleaf catalog, and issues an irregular newsletter listing newly available items (GeoKartenbrief). Rudolf Muller, International Booksellers, P.O. Box 9016, 1006 AA Amsterdam, Holland. Issues price lists. Distributes facsimiles, historical, and other atlases and books about maps and cartography.
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SUBJECT AND AREA SPECIALTY GUIDE

First words of publishers and dealers names, as they appear in the main alphabetical list, are used below; please refer back to the list for the complete names and addresses.

Subjects


Demographic and other social/thematic maps & atlases: Facts, Geologic, Historic Indian, Western.


Geological and other scientific/thematic maps & atlases: American Association, American Geographical, Geologic, Mapmakers, Maritime, Pergamon, Scientific, UNIPUB.

Globes: American Map, Caravan, Denoyer, Farquhar, Hammond, National Geographic, Nystrom, Relief, Replogle, Universal.


Guidebooks (tourist): Bradt, Geographia, Hippocrene, Herrimack, Michelin, Middle, Nester's, Rand, Reader's, Rolph.


Microform maps & atlases: Microchart, Microforms, Research, Shkurkin.

Oil & gas maps: Mapmakers, Pennwell, Petroleum Information, Petroleum Investment. See also "Geological and other..." above.

Outline and base maps: American Map, Facts, Mapmakers, Western.

Property, real estate, fire insurance maps & atlases: Cumming, Midland, Research, Rockford, Sanborn, Shkurkin, Tuttle.


Relief models (3-dimensional): Colorgraphics, Hubbard, Kistler, Nystrom, Relief, U.S./Canadian.

Street maps & atlases (cities, metro. areas, counties): Alexandria, American, Champion, Dolph, Forsyth, Franklin, Geographia, Gousha, Hagstrom, Hippocrene, Historic Urban, Merrimack, Middle, Milwaukee, Nester’s, North American, Patton, Perspecto, Rand, Rolph, Thomas, Universal, Urban, Yellow. See also "Wall maps (metro. area)" below.

Treasure maps & atlases: Specialty, Varna.

Views: Perspecto, Urban.

Wall maps (educational): Cram, Denoyer, Hearne, National Survey, Nyström, Rand.

Wall maps (metro. area): Champion, Data, Dolph, Franklin, Hearne, Metro, Milwaukee, Thomas.

World atlases: Denoyer, Hammond, National Geographic, Rand, Reader’s.

Zip code maps & atlases: Data, Franklin, Western.

Areas (Note: many publishers and dealers with broad world coverage are not included here.)

Africa: Michelin, Scientific.

Asia: Bradt.

China: China, Rand.

Middle East: Arbit, Golden, Middle.

Europe: Geographia, Hippocrene, Michelin, Rand.

France: Michelin, Scientific.

Great Britain: Hammond, Hippocrene, Merrimack.

Latin America: American Geographical, Bradt.

North America (Note: many antiquarian dealers with Americana specialties are not included here): Association, Historic Indian, Michelin, Pennwell, Perspecto, Rand, U.S./Canada.

Canada: Association, Cumming, Lake, Maritime, North by West, Rolph.


Eastern: Appalachian Trail, Patton, Potomac, Rockford.


Southeastern: Alexandria, Dolph, Universal.

Midwestern: Geographia, Midland, Milwaukee, Rockford, Universal.
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The Flying Camera 1984 Calendar is available for purchase from International Mapping Unlimited, 4343 39th St. N.W., Washington, DC 20016 at a cost of $19.50. The 12 full-color aerial and satellite images are are 49 x 49 cm². They include images of France, Germany, Iceland, Kenya, Japan, the Netherlands, and the United States. The U.S. image is of the sewage works and cellulose factory in Lewiston, Idaho. I haven't seen it, but maybe it is scenic!

The headline in the local newspaper read, "Student Map Readers Flunk Field Test." A UPI wire-story from Machias, Maine indicated that three students from a map and compass reading at the University of Maine-Machias had to be rescued from dense woods after they became lost while taking a test on the use of a map and compass. Good news, none of the students or rescuers were injured.

The following was received from Linda Carlson Sharp. Linda works at the William Henry Smith Memorial Library. Well, they are now receiving catalogs and mail addressed to Mr. William H.S. Memorial. They are waiting for the Publisher's Central Bureau to put Mr. Memorial into the million dollar sweepstakes. Linda says that with their luck, if "he" is entered, Mr. Memorial would win.

The next three items are from Mike Dulka, Map Librarian, United Nations, and are titled, Maps in the Performing Arts:

In a recent off-off-Broadway staged reading of Ned Jackson's Little Milton of Kuanda—a play in progress about revolution, counter-revolution, and counter-counter-revolution in black Africa—maps figured prominently in the props and action. When a full production is eventually given, audiences will face maps being displayed on the set's back wall, and a raised-relief model resting on a table. The audience will be further treated to the sight of a world map being shredded as part of a voodoo ceremony.

Another recent production served as a reminder that the theatrical use of maps is nothing new. In Chekhov's Uncle Vanya, maps are used in two instances. A map of Africa hangs in Vanya's room ("obviously quite out of place here," according to the stage directions) and it is looked upon dreamily by Dr. Astrov. In another scene, Astrov gives a talk to Helen in which he compares three land-use maps of their district from different time periods. He concludes with the observation that "the general picture is one of a gradual and unmistakable decline." Helen is bored by all of this—an unfortunate victim of a misplaced map-reading skills lesson.

Currently playing in a repertory in London before its U.S. premiere is David Hare's A Map of the World, a play about a UNESCO conference. Let’s hope that this map is neither shredded nor a picture of unmistakable decline.

(AH) The saga of mapping New York City's potholes continues!! In base line 3(6): 166, there was reference to a Wall Street Journal article that indicated that the trial lawyers' Association of New York spent over $170,000 to map all of the potholes in NYC. This was done because the city must be notified 15 days in advance of the accident that the pothole exists. In a New York Times article (November 2, 1983, pp. A1, B8), investigators for a lawyers' group are checking the large-scale maps and are using eight symbols to note every pothole, raised manhole cover and broken curb. The Sanborn Map Company will begin a second round of mapping in the near future. (Will these maps be as valuable as their fire insurance maps? Only time will tell.)
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